IQ Builder

Beginner

- Bike
- Dragon Fly
- Giraffe
IQ BUILDER RULES:

1) When building a model, keep the yellow part of the balls on the bottom and keep it level. This will make it easier to geometrically connect pieces and make your build easier. You can bend this rule for decorative pieces not used in structures.

2) To remove the wheel piece, connect wheel to a ball piece and pull ball away and it will pull the wheel piece away from the wheel (this should only be done for cleaning).

3) Whether playing alone or playing in a group with others, always clean up after you are done playing.
DRAGON FLY - 1
DRAGON FLY - 5
GIRAFFE - 1
GIRAFFE - 4
GIRAFFE - 5
GIRAFFE - 6
GIRAFFE - 8
GIRAFFE - 9